
Latin America 2022 in Review: Geopolitics in Pictures 

The year 2022 proved to be eventful in Latin America. Colombia’s and Brazil’s governments took a turn to the left; 
democracy continues to backslide in countries like Ecuador, Mexico, and El Salvador; the economic fallout from 
the war in Ukraine resulted in growing inflationary pressure throughout the region; and climate change remains a 
looming threat. This year, Premise anticipated an upset in Colombia’s presidential election, predicted voter 
suppression on Brazil’s election day, and tracked the implications of renewed oil talks in Venezuela. Furthermore, 
we have dedicated a new section of our website to rapid-data collection projects in Latin American and beyond.

Premise in Action
Premise offers a unique ability to quickly source primary insights from real people on the ground in hard-to-reach 
places. Over five million people in 138 countries are using the Premise app on their smartphones, enabling our 
customers to monitor a situation over time and employ a data-driven approach to timely decision-making. To learn 
more about Premise, watch our tech demo or get in touch with us.

Latin American Geopolitics in Pictures

Tracking Global Events

Throughout the year, Contributors have submitted pictures through the Premise app, monitoring a variety of 
geopolitical events throughout the region. Below are some impactful Contributor submissions of 2022. 

Anti-Corruption protest at Avenue near Casa La 
Cultura Ecuatoriana, Quito, Ecuador. 6/24/2022.

-0.21169, -78.49627

Miners protest for better work conditions near Plaza 
San Martin, Lima, Peru. 5/4/2022.

-12.04888, -77.02730

Sign at airport welcoming participating 
countries to Russian army games being held 
in Barquisimeto, Venezuela. 8/19/2022.

Protesters demand the resignation of Ariel Henri, 
outside Carrefour airport, Haiti. 9/26/2022.

18.55478, -72.31420

Bolsonaro supporters block a  main road in 
Fortaleza, Brazil, protesting Lula’s presidential 
election victor a few  days prior. 11/3/2022.

-3.72411, -38.5428

Man tries to cross washed out street in 
Camoapa, Nicaragua after Hurricane Bonnie 
swept through Central America. 7/2/2022.

10.04229, -69.3464812.38501, -85.51862

10.04229, -69.34648

https://www.premise.com/blog/premises-novel-approach-to-polling-correctly-predicts-hernandez-upset-over-gutierrez-in-colombian-election-2/
https://www.premise.com/tracking-global-events/premise-predictions-of-unrest-vote-suppression-unfold-in-brazil/
https://www.premise.com/tracking-global-events/premise-predictions-of-unrest-vote-suppression-unfold-in-brazil/
https://www.premise.com/blog/what-venezuelans-think-about-us-oil-talks/
https://www.premise.com/tracking-global-events/
https://vimeo.com/713772797
https://www.premise.com/get-in-touch/

